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HOW MUCH WILL MY PENSION BE? 
 
The monthly pension you receive will depend on: 
 
 How much of retirement benefit you decide to use for a pension benefit  
 
 In the case of a life annuity the provision you make for future pension increases and for a 

pension to be paid to your spouse on your death 
 
 In the case of a living annuity your pension will depend mainly on investment returns and how 

much you draw monthly as a pension 
 
Some members may wish to consider an option where they apply part of their retirement capital to 
secure a life annuity and part to secure a living annuity – so-called combination annuity. 
 

Life annuity   

A simplified description of a life annuity has been provided up to now. There are three classes of life 
annuity, namely a:  

 Level annuity  
 Guaranteed escalation annuity  
 With-profit annuity  

The fundamental difference is how these classes provide for future pension increases. This section also 
includes information on:  

 How to choose between these different classes of annuity; and  
 The other areas of choice you have in relation to a life annuity.  

Level annuity  
 
As its name would imply, a level annuity makes no provision for future pension increases. This would 
suggest that a level annuity is unsuitable for meeting your Basic Needs pension. 
  
Because a level annuity makes no provision for future pension increases, it will give you a much higher 
initial pension than a guaranteed escalation or with-profit pension. But, of course, the "price" for this 
higher initial pension is that you have significant exposure to inflation risk.  
 
You could experience a high degree of regret if you elect a level annuity and future inflation is high and 
you (and/or your spouse) live a long time.  
 
We need to be clear that investing in a level annuity is not necessarily a bad investment. If you invest in 
a level annuity at a time when interest rates are very high and future inflation turns out to be benign, a 
level annuity will be a very good investment. The problem is that there are other scenarios (e.g. high 
inflation) where you could regret your decision to invest in a level annuity.  
 

Guaranteed escalation annuity  
 
This class of annuity makes provision for your pension to increase each year by a fixed percentage (e.g. 
7% p.a.). Please note that if inflation is lower than the guaranteed level of pension increase you have 
selected, your increase may be limited to inflation.  
 
The most important consideration here is that you need to choose the level of the guaranteed annual 
increase. The danger is that you choose too a low a level of annual increase when future inflation turns 
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out to be higher. In electing a guaranteed escalation annuity you are still exposed to inflation risk, but 
(depending on the level of increase you chose) at a much lower level than a level annuity.  
 
You need to be aware that if you chose too a high level of increase (which you will pay for) and future 
inflation turns out to be lower, your increases may be limited to inflation (i.e. you would have overpaid for 
the guarantee).  
 
The clear advantage of this approach is that the annual level of pension increase is guaranteed.  
 

With-profit annuity  
 
In this case your pension is secured assuming a low future interest rate (e.g. 5% p.a.). The difference 
between future investment returns (suitably smoothed by the Insurer after allowing for its capital and 
shareholder charges) and this budgeted return (5% p.a. in the example) will be declared as an annual 
pension increase.  
 
For example, if the smoothed investment returns in a particular year is 13% p.a. and your pension has 
been secured at an interest rate of 5% p.a., your pension increase will be 8% (i.e. 13% - 5%). Your 
current pension and any increases already granted is guaranteed - future pension increases are not 
guaranteed.  
 
Again, here one is faced with having to make a decision about at what interest rate to secure your 
pension. Based on historical returns, if you secure your pension at an interest rate in the range of 4,5% 
to 5,5% p.a. you should be funding for future increases in line with inflation (although this is not 
guaranteed).  
 
A with-profit annuity gives you a reasonable hedge against inflation risk because investment returns tend 
to move in line with inflation. So, if inflation suddenly kicks-up to 13% p.a. investment returns should 
increase concomitantly to the range of 18% to 19% p.a.  
The main disadvantage of a with-profit annuity is that if investment returns are poor, then you may 
receive no pension increase. Remember, however, that your current pension is guaranteed.  
 

Comparing a guaranteed escalation and with-profit annuity  
 
If one makes the assumption that investment returns move in line with inflation over the long term (an 
assumption that was borne out historically and is consistent from an economic theory point of view), then 
a with-profit annuity is a better match for the inflation risk than a guaranteed escalation annuity.  
 
On the other hand if investment returns are poor, the guaranteed escalation annuity provides a 
guaranteed increase (limited to inflation), whereas a with-profit annuity may provide no increase. There 
is thus greater investment risk with a with-profit annuity.  
 
Based on historical statistics, inflation risk has been a greater risk than investment risk over a longer 
period, suggesting that a with-profit pension is preferred to a guaranteed escalation annuity. However, 
the future may be different and there are certainly scenarios under which a guaranteed escalation 
annuity will do better than a with-profit annuity.  
 

Other choices you have  
 
In addition to the choice you have about the level of future pension increases, if you elect a life annuity 
you can also choose:  

 What pension your spouse should receive on your death; and  
 The minimum period for which your pension should be paid.  

Please note that there are other areas where you have choice about how you structure your life annuity 
(e.g. you can provide for a lump sum benefit on your death), but these less common options fall outside 
the scope of this note.  
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Minimum pension period  
 
You can elect that your pension should be paid for a minimum period of say 5 or 10 years, even if you 
and your spouse (if applicable) were to die in this period. This is also called the "term certain" period. In 
this case, your pension would be paid to persons that are financially independent of you.  
 
By including a term certain period you improve the inheritability of your pension, but the "price" is that 
you reduce the amount of your pension.  
 
The common practice is to have a term certain period of 5 years, with a 10-year term certain period 
being less common.  
 
Spouse's pension   
 
You can elect the percentage of your pension that should be paid to your spouse on your death. Taking 
into account the reduced cost of supporting one person as opposed to two, the most common spouse's 
percentage is 75% of your pension. (This 75% assumes that you take 1/3rd of your retirement money in 
cash.)  
 
Again, by choosing a higher percentage, you improve the inheritability of your pension at the "price" of a 
lower pension.  
The monthly pension you receive will depend on: 
 
 How much of retirement benefit you decide to use for a pension benefit  
 
 In the case of a life annuity the provision you make for future pension increases and for a 

pension to be paid to your spouse on your death 
 
 In the case of a living annuity your pension will depend mainly on investment returns and how 

much you draw monthly as a pension 
 
Some members may wish to consider an option where they apply part of their retirement capital to 
secure a life annuity and part to secure a living annuity – so-called combination annuity. 
 

Life annuity   

A simplified description of a life annuity has been provided up to now. There are four classes of life 
annuity, namely a:  

 Level annuity  
 Inflation-linked annuity 
 Guaranteed escalation annuity  
 With-profit annuity  

The fundamental difference is how these classes provide for future pension increases. 

Inflation is likely to erode the value of your pension over time if you do not buy a pension that provides 
for annual pension increases after retirement. It is a fact of life that prices tend to increase (food, 
medical aid, transport, electricity, etc.) and that you will therefore be able to buy less with, say, R1 000 in 
10 years’ time than you can buy with it today.  

Example: If you buy a pension of, say, R1 000 per month that does not increase in future (referred to as 
a level pension): 

 If inflation is, say, 5% per year in future, then the R1 000 will only buy goods of equivalent value to 
R610 in 10 years’ time and only R375 in 20 years’ time. 
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 If inflation is, say, 10% per year in future, then the R1 000 will only buy goods of equivalent value 
to R385 in 10 years’ time and only R150 in 20 years’ time. 

It is thus critically important that your pension makes some allowance to counter the effects of inflation 
each year. However, you do have a choice in this regard 
 
This section also includes information on:  

 How to choose between these different classes of annuity; and  
 The other areas of choice you have in relation to a life annuity.  

Level annuity  
 
As its name would imply, a level annuity makes no provision for future pension increases. This would 
suggest that a level annuity is unsuitable for meeting your Basic Needs pension. 
  
Because a level annuity makes no provision for future pension increases, it will give you a much higher 
initial pension than a guaranteed escalation or with-profit pension. But, of course, the "price" for this 
higher initial pension is that you have significant exposure to inflation risk.  
 
You could experience a high degree of regret if you elect a level annuity and future inflation is high and 
you (and/or your spouse) live a long time.  
 
We need to be clear that investing in a level annuity is not necessarily a bad investment. If you invest in 
a level annuity at a time when interest rates are very high and future inflation turns out to be benign, a 
level annuity will be a very good investment. The problem is that there are other scenarios (e.g. high 
inflation) where you could regret your decision to invest in a level annuity.  
 

Inflation-linked annuity  
 
As its name implies, an inflation-linked annuity makes provision for future annual pension increases 
equal to inflation. 
 
This particular pension is the most expensive to purchase, therefore giving you the lowest initial pension. 
However, the “reward” of this lower initial pension is that you will never be exposed to inflation risk  
 

Guaranteed escalation annuity  
 
This class of annuity makes provision for your pension to increase each year by a fixed percentage (e.g. 
7% p.a.). Please note that if inflation is lower than the guaranteed level of pension increase you have 
selected, your increase may be limited to inflation.  
 
The most important consideration here is that you need to choose the level of the guaranteed annual 
increase. The danger is that you choose too a low a level of annual increase when future inflation turns 
out to be higher. In electing a guaranteed escalation annuity you are still exposed to inflation risk, but 
(depending on the level of increase you chose) at a much lower level than a level annuity.  
 
You need to be aware that if you choose too a high level of increase (which you will pay for) and future 
inflation turns out to be lower, your increases may be limited to inflation (i.e. you would have overpaid for 
the guarantee).  
 
The clear advantage of this approach is that the annual level of pension increase is guaranteed.  
 

With-profit annuity  

Under a with-profit life pension, the Insurance Company uses the investment return earned on the assets 
backing the pension to declare an annual pension increase. The increases are not guaranteed and 
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their quantum depends on the investment return earned – the Insurance Company will smooth the 
pension increases over time, either through a smoothing formula or by the bonuses declared by the 
Insurance Company. 
So what this means is that your pension is secured assuming a low future interest rate (e.g. 3.5% p.a – 
this rate is also known as the ‘pricing basis). The difference between future investment returns (suitably 
smoothed by the Insurer after allowing for its capital and shareholder charges) and this pricing basis 
(3.5% p.a. in the example) will be declared as an annual pension increase.  

The “pricing basis” is essentially the hurdle rate of the investment return that needs to be earned before 
pension increases can be granted. A lower “pricing basis” implies higher expected future increases and a 
lower initial pension for the same initial Rand purchase amount (and vice versa). 

Example: A with-profit life pension is purchased using a pricing basis of 3.5% per year. 

 If the investments backing this pension earn returns of, say, 15% in the first year and 3.5% in the 
second year, then an 11.5% pension increase would be affordable at the end of the first year 
(calculated as 15% minus the 3.5% pricing basis) and no increase would be affordable at the end 
of the second year (as the 3.5% investment return is not more than the pricing basis). 

 In practice, the Insurance Company will also look to smooth pension increases from year to year 
(either through a formula or via any discretion in the declaration of increases) and in the above 
example they might declare an increase of, say, 7% at the end of the first year (i.e. keeping back 
4.5% of the affordable return) and then grant an increase of, say, 4.5% at the end of the second 
year. 

With-profit pensions, depending on the pricing basis, generally provide good inflation protection over 
the long term and are generally less expensive than fully inflation-linked pensions because future annual 
pension increases are not guaranteed. Increases, once granted can never be taken away and your 
pension will never decrease. Increases can be zero in the event of persistent poor investment 
performance. 

The main disadvantage of a with-profit annuity is that if investment returns are poor, then you may 
receive no pension increase. Remember, however, that your current pension is guaranteed.  

Note: The standard pension quotations (and the alternate pension quotations you can access via the 
web sites of the Insurance Companies) are based on a 3.5% pricing basis – based on a long term 
inflation assumption of 5.5% p.a. this is expected to allow for future pension increases of between 70% 
and 80% of inflation over the longer term. Future pension increases are however not guaranteed and 
may be below or above this level. 
 

Comparing a guaranteed escalation and with-profit annuity  
 
If one makes the assumption that investment returns move in line with inflation over the long term (an 
assumption that was borne out historically and is consistent from an economic theory point of view), then 
a with-profit annuity is a better match for the inflation risk than a guaranteed escalation annuity.  
 
On the other hand if investment returns are poor, the guaranteed escalation annuity provides a 
guaranteed increase (limited to inflation), whereas a with-profit annuity may provide no increase. There 
is thus greater investment risk with a with-profit annuity.  
 
Based on historical statistics, inflation risk has been a greater risk than investment risk over a longer 
period, suggesting that a with-profit pension is preferred to a guaranteed escalation annuity. However, 
the future may be different and there are certainly scenarios under which a guaranteed escalation 
annuity will do better than a with-profit annuity.  
 

 
Other important terminology to understand 
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SECOND LIFE 

The second life is the person you nominate to continue to receive your pension in the event of your 
death. This could be your spouse (husband or wife) but could also be any other nominated person. 

SINGLE AND JOINT LIFE PENSIONS 

A single life pension is a life pension that is payable for the rest of your life – no further amounts will be 
payable after you pass away (unless this is within the guarantee period – see below) even if you have a 
spouse, common law spouse or life partner and that person is still alive when you pass away. 

A joint life pension is a life pension that is payable for the rest of your life and will continue to be paid, 
at a reduced level (refer to spouse’s percentage on death below), to your nominated second life for the 
rest of his/her life after you pass away. If the second life passes away before you do, no further amounts 
will become payable after your death (unless this is within the guarantee period – see below). 

The benefit of buying a joint life pension is that the second life will continue to receive a pension after 
your death, ensuring that they can maintain their standard of living if you pass away. 
 

Other choices you have  
 
In addition to the choice you have about the level of future pension increases, if you elect a life annuity 
you can also choose:  

 What pension your spouse should receive on your death; and  
 The minimum period for which your pension should be paid.  

Please note that there are other areas where you have choice about how you structure your life annuity 
(e.g. you can provide for a lump sum benefit on your death), but these less common options fall outside 
the scope of this note.  
 

SPOUSE'S PENSION/SECOND LIFE PERCENTAGE 
 
Your nominated second life will, in all likelihood, not require 100% of your pension to maintain his/her 
standard of living if you pass away before he/she does. In a joint life pension, the second life 
percentage is the percentage of your pension at the date of your death that will become payable to your 
nominated second life if you pass away before they do – this reduced pension will be payable until the 
second life passes away.  
 
You can elect the percentage of your pension that should be paid to your spouse/other on your death. 
Taking into account the reduced cost of supporting one person as opposed to two, the most common 
second life percentage is 75% of your pension. (This 75% assumes that you take 1/3rd of your 
retirement money in cash.)  

There is no reduction to your pension if your nominated second life passes away before you do. 

Example: You buy a joint life pension with a second life percentage on death of 75%. 

 If you pass away (and the second life is still alive) when your monthly pension is R1 000, this will 
reduce to R750 (75% of R1 000) and will be payable to the second life for the rest of his/her life. 

 If your nominated second life passes away (and you are still alive) when your monthly pension is 
R1 000, this pension (with no reduction) will continue to be paid to you for the rest of your life.  

  
 
Again, by choosing a higher percentage, you improve the inheritability of your pension at the "price" of a 
lower pension.  
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MINIMUM PENSION PERIOD (ALSO KNOWN AS GUARANTEED PERIOD) 
 
Life annuities can be bought which make provision for the payment of your pension (without reduction) 
for a minimum period after retirement, regardless of whether you survive to the end of that period or not. 
You can elect that your pension should be paid for a minimum period of say 5, 10 or even 15 years, even 
if you and your spouse (if applicable) were to die in this period. By including a guaranteed period you 
improve the inheritability of your pension, but the "price" is that you reduce the amount of your pension.  

A guarantee period is simply insurance against passing away soon after buying a life pension and 
addresses a major reason why many people may otherwise prefer a living annuity. 

Example (single life pension): You buy a single life pension with a guarantee period of 10 years: 

 If you pass away, say, 2 years after buying the pension then you will receive your pension for 
those 2 years and a lump sum amount of 8 times your annual pension at the date of your death will 
be paid to your nominated beneficiary (or otherwise to your estate); or 

 If you pass away, say, 30 years after buying the pension then you will receive your pension for the 
full 30 years up until the date of your death after which the pension will stop. 

Example (joint life pension): You buy a joint life pension with a guarantee period of 10 years and a 
second life percentage on death of 75%: 

 If you pass away, say, 2 years after buying the pension and your nominated second life survives 
for more than 10 years after you buy the pension - in this case, you will receive your pension for 
the first 2 years and your pension will continue to be paid to your nominated second life at the 
same level (i.e. without being reduced by the second life percentage) for a further 8 years (a total 
of 10 years of payments at the full rate) after which it will reduce to 75% and will be payable to your 
nominated second life for the rest of his/her life. 

 If you pass away, say, 2 years after buying the pension and your nominated second life passes 
away 3 years after your death - in this case, you will receive your pension for the first 2 years and 
your pension will continue to be paid to your nominated second life at the same level (i.e. without 
being reduced by the second life percentage) for a further 3 years until his/her death. A lump sum 
amount of 5 times the annual pension at the date of the second life’s death will then be paid to 
his/her nominated beneficiary (or otherwise to his/her estate). 

 If you pass away, say, 5 years after buying the pension and your nominated second life passes 
away before you - in this case, you will receive your pension for the first 5 years and a lump sum 
amount of 5 times your annual pension at the date of your death will be paid to your nominated 
beneficiary (or otherwise to your estate). 

 If you pass away, say, 30 years after buying the pension and your nominated second life is still 
alive – in this case you will receive your pension for the full 30 years up until the date of your death 
after which the pension will reduce to 75% and will be payable to your nominated second life for 
the rest of his/her life. 

 
The common practice is to have a term certain period of 5 years, with a 10 and 15-year term certain 
period being less common. 
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